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Abstract: Cognitive radio is the core prominent wireless technologies for the next generation wireless communication systems. Its
main feature is the capability to increase the utilization of the currently scarce spectrum resources by allowing unlicensed users to
access unused licensed frequency bands opportunistically. Energy detection based spectrum sensing is the most commonly used
spectrum sensing technique in cognitive radio. In order to efficiently coordinating spectrum resources, wideband multichannel spectrum
utilizes fast Fourier transform for spectrum sensing. This energy detection method is inherently sensitive to noise variances and
increased hardware complexity. At low signal-to-noise ratio values energy detection degrades the spectrum sensing performance. A
hybrid spectrum sensing method can be effectively used to achieve better spectrum sensing performance. Hybrid spectrum sensing
utilizes a combination of energy detection and Max-Min Eigen value based detection. This is a highly effective method for ensuring
acceptable spectrum sensing performance. Spectrum analysis is done using fast Fourier transform.
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1. Introduction
Cognitive radio (CR) can successfully deal with the growing
demand and scarcity of the wireless spectrum. A CR is
defined by Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as
“A radio or system that senses its operational electromagnetic
environment and can dynamically and autonomously adjust
its radio operating parameters to modify system operation,
such as maximize throughput, mitigate interference, facilitate
interoperability, access secondary markets.” To exploit
limited spectrum efficiently, CR technology allows
unlicensed users to access licensed spectrum bands [1]. Since
licensed users have priorities to use the bands, the unlicensed
users need to continuously monitor the licensed user’s
activities to avoid interference and collisions. Based on the
sensing results, the unlicensed users should adapt their
transmit powers and access strategies to protect the licensed
communications. The unlicensed users also called secondary
users (SUs) need to continuously monitor the activities of the
licensed users called primary users (PUs) to find the spectrum
holes (SHs), which is defined as the spectrum bands that can
be used by the SUs without interfering with the PUs. This is
called spectrum sensing.
Spectrum sensing (SS) is the basic task of cognitive radio
system which helps to make decision that whether PU is
occupying a particular frequency band or not. There are
different spectrum sensing schemes are used such as energy
detection, matched filter detection, cyclostationary detection,
maximum-minimum Eigen value detection etc. Energy
detection (ED) is among the most popular spectrum sensing
method. The Neyman-Pearson type binary hypothesis testing
problem is commonly used to formulate ED [2]. The main
shortcoming of ED is its sensitivity to the noise variance.
Below an SNR threshold, energy detection is not an effective
method of spectrum sensing. This low SNR is called SNR
wall.

Eigen value based spectrum sensing techniques which need
no noise variance information. So small changes or
uncertainty on the noise variance have only a small effect on
the sensing performance [3]. The changes are just due to
changes in SNR, if PU signal power is assumed to be
constant. In order to improve spectrum sensing performance a
combination of energy detection and Eigen value based
detection schemes are used. These two sensing schemes are
based on threshold calculation of the received signal. The
threshold based detectors are used to improve sensing
performance.

2. Hybrid Detection Method

Figure 1: Block diagram of hybrid detection method
A new hybrid spectrum sensing scheme which involves a FFT
based energy detector and max-min Eigen value detector is
proposed.
Figure 1 shows the hybrid spectrum sensing method. The
received signal SNR level value is compare with the threshold
value. If SNR value is greater than the threshold value,
energy detection method can be used for spectrum sensing.
When SNR is less than the threshold, maximum-minimum
Eigen value detector can be used. The energy detection is not
an effective method due to the existence of SNR wall or high
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probability of false alarm under noise uncertainty condition.
High noise variance causes degradation of spectrum sensing
performance. This threshold based detector will improve the
spectrum sensing performance in cognitive radio.

2.2 Eigen Value Detector

2.1 Energy Detector

Figure 2: Block diagram of energy detector
The basic block diagram of ED with FFT based spectrum
analysis is shown in figure 2. After the receiver front-end,
channel filter and analog to digital converter (ADC), FFT is
employed to split the signal into comparatively narrow
frequency bands. The channel filter selects the frequency
bands which is basically a band pass filter. The output data
blocks can be expressed as yk[m], where k is the sub band
index and m is the sub band sample index. It is assumed that
the sampling rate used in each sub band is equal to the ADC
sampling rate divided by the number of sub bands in the filter
bank. The sub bands signals can be expressed as,
yk[m] = wk[m] H0

(1)

yk[m] = xk[m] + wk[m] H1

(2)

Where xk[m] is the primary user information signal at the mth
FFT output sample in sub band k, and wk[m] is the
corresponding noise sample. The integrated test statistic over
multiple sub bands is,

(3)
Where Nf and Nt are the averaging filter lengths in frequency
domain and time domain. The energy detection requires no
prior information about the primary user, signal is detected by
comparing the measured energy with the threshold value. The
performance of energy detector depends on probability of
false alarm and probability of detection.

Figure 3: Block diagram of Eigen value detector
Signal detection is the fundamental problem in cognitive
radio. The average of maximum and minimum Eigen value
can be used to detect the signal existence in Eigen value
detector (EVD) Based on Random Matrix Theorem (RMT)
PFA is calculated. This method overcomes the noise
uncertainty problem. The method can be used for various
sensing applications without knowledge of the signal, channel
and noise power [4].
2.2.1 Algorithm
Step1. Calculate the sample covariance matrix of the received
signal.
Step2. Find the maximum and minimum Eigen value of
covariance matrix.
Step3. Compute average of maximum and minimum Eigen
value.
Step4. If average > threshold then signal exist, otherwise not
exist.
The performance measuring parameters are given by

(4)

(7)

(5)

(8)

Where λ is the detection threshold and γk is the signal to noise
ratio.

Where Ns-number of samples, M-sampling factor, Lsmoothing factor, F1 is Tracy Widom Distribution function, μ
is mean and v is variance. Threshold value is

(6)

(9)
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Threshold is not related to noise power; it can be precalculated based only Ns, L, Pfa irrespective of signal and
noise.

3. Simulation Results

Figure 7 shows the false alarm probability versus missed
detection probability graph. PM = 1-PD, so as PD increases PM
decreases. It is also shown that energy detector has poor
performance and hybrid detector has better spectrum sensing
performance.

Mat lab R2013a is used as the platform to perform this task.
Consider a random signal, which is the primary user signal
shown in figure 4. It is then passed through an AWGN
channel and resulted signal is the secondary user signal
shown in figure 5. The number of samples is taken as 1000.

Figure 6: SNR Vs PD graph showing spectrum sensing
performance of different detection schemes.

Figure 4: Random primary user signal

Figure 7: PFA Vs PM graph showing spectrum sensing
performance of different sensing schemes.
The sensing capacity of energy detector and hybrid detector
increases with increase in SNR. Capacity is higher for hybrid
detection scheme.

Figure 5: Received signal of secondary user
Spectrum sensing performance is evaluated by considering
the probability of false alarm (PFA) and probability of
detection (PD) parameters. The sensing performance is good
when PD is high and PFA is low.
Figure 6 shows the SNR versus PD graph for energy detector
and hybrid detector. At low SNR energy detector has poor
performance. The detection probability of hybrid detector is
higher than energy detector. At low SNR PD value of hybrid
detector is higher, but for energy detector PD is very low.

Figure 8: Capacity graph of energy detector and hybrid
detector.
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The received signal SNR value and the corresponding
detection methods are shown by the table 1. The threshold
value for the hybrid detector ie, λH is set as 10.5. Then each
SNR value is compared with this threshold value. If SNR is
higher than threshold, energy detector is performed well.
Otherwise Eigen value detector is performed the spectrum
sensing phenomena. Since the ED highly depends on the
noise values, it is not a good method of spectrum sensing
under low SNR values [5].
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Table 1: SS method used for each SNR value
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Received signal SNR
10.3860
10.3489
10.6813
10.5466
10.0818
10.4980
10.1667
10.3403
10.8346
9.9099

SS Method
EVD
EVD
ED
ED
EVD
EVD
EVD
EVD
ED
EVD
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4. Conclusion
Cognitive radio is an effective approach for better sharing the
underutilized communication spectrum. Different spectrum
sensing methods are introduced in order to achieve better
utilization of the spectrum. The energy detection is the most
popular SS method in CR systems. The main limitation of
energy detector is its inherent sensitivity to the knowledge of
noise variance. It will affect the overall spectrum sensing
performance and increases the complexity of the system. The
Eigen value based detector doesn’t depend on the knowledge
of noise information. So in order to improve the SS
performance a Hybrid detection method can be used. It uses a
combination of energy detector and Eigen value based
detection. This hybrid detector is a threshold based detector.
This will improve the SS performance of cognitive radio.
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